Second order condition of major constraint programming is considered. Using the structure representation of major constraint set and first order condition for the given problem, a second order necessary optimality condition of major constraint local optimal solution is proved under some constraint qualification conditions. The result is very useful for the further study of its theory and the design of its numerical methods.
Introduction
Nonlinear programming is an important part of mathematical programming. Its theory and methods have become important means of modern decision making. Since 1940s, people have done a lot of research on the theory and application of nonlinear programming. It has spawned many new fields and branches. When an actual nonlinear optimization model is established, decision makers often give various constraint conditions according to their different needs and angles, so it is inevitable that the given conditions for the model are incompatible. For this reason, this paper considers the problem of major constrained programming whose major constraints condition is compatible.
In Ref. [1] , the concepts of major cone and major order were introduced, and the major constraints programming problem was presented. In Ref. [2] , the major constraints programming problem was studied. Using the representation of major constraints set structure and some constraint qualification conditions, the necessary optimality conditions of major constraints optimal solutions were proved. At the same time, the sufficient optimality condition of major constraints optimal solutions was also given.
Optimality condition is an important topic for mathematical programming(see Ref.
[3]- [12] ). In this paper, using the structure representation of major constraint set and first order optimality condition, the second order necessary condition of major constraints local optimal solutions is proved under some constraint qualification conditions.
Second Order Optimality Condition
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Conside the major constraints programming.
where the major constraints condition
such that x satisfies the inequality system
The major constraints set M X is defined by
is a neighborhood of * x , then * x is said to be a major constraints local optimal solution of (MCP). The set of all major constraints local optimal solutions is denoted by w M S . In order to give the representation of major constraints set, there are the following three lemmas by Ref. [2] .
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.Then we have the structure representation of the major constraints set M X . This is
Lemma3 (first order optimality condition)Let
have K-T constraint qualification at * x , then there exists
Now we give the second order necessary condition for the major constrained optimal solutions of the problem (MCP).
In order to give the second order necessary condition, the constraint conditions need to be properly restricted, so the concept of tangent cone is introduced. 
Let the tangent cone of the set 
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Substituting equation (6) and equation (7) into equation (5) , and note that
Multipling both sides of the above equation by 2 k  and taking the limit, then 0 ) *, ( 
Summary
In this paper, the inequality constraints of the nonlinear programming model are incompatible, but its major inequality constraints are compatible. So this paper studies a new class of nonlinear programming problem. This new type of nonlinear programming is called major constraints programming. The establishment of second order optimality conditions is very important to an optimization problem. This paper gives the concept of major constraints local optimal solutions. Then using of the structure representation of major cone constraint, the second order optimality condition for major constraints local optimal solutions is obtained.
Furthermore, we will study its further theory such as the stability analysis and the sensitivity analysis, and we will also study how to design its numerical methods and so on.
